Etienne van Rattingen

Astonishing Listings: Top Bankers Dead and No
Natural Causes!
Introduction:
First, it was mid and upper-tier bankers getting mysteriously 'suicided' in droves just as a deluge
of further banking scandals broke. Now it appears many among the world's formerly elite billionaires are no longer safe either.
Regarding the rash of highly unnatural banker deaths, it became quickly obvious they were
murdered, some in mob fashion, to keep them from testifying in investigative hearings against
their true elitist masters at the Federal Reserve, The European Central Bank, The European Union,
The Vatican, The World Bank, United Nations and International Monetary Fund.
Yes, dead men tell no tales and organized criminal syndicates refer to this as 'omerta,' a
code of silence!
So what is going on around the world with some of the 'once upon a time' protected billionaires?
Let's start with the one that has been played out to exhaustion lately.
Yes, I'm speaking of the racist label hung on Donald Sterling used to discredit him through the
media shills to create enough public outrage easily force him out of the NBA's ownership elite.
For having politically incorrect, but formerly protected first amendment freedom of speech
thoughts, he was ordered to sell his basketball team to the more 'worthy' elitist Steve Ballmer, Bill
Gates' former partner at Microsoft. Hmm, can you all smell the putrid odor of a rat here too?
For the 'crime' of saying he chooses not to hang out in the company of people of color, the franchise he was the rightful owner of was taken from him. No jury, no trial, just gone.
I'm sorry, but I was under the impression that being a racist was a rite of passage entrance into the
elitist club, not an exit from it! But that would be naive.
In truth, it's really about what suits the hypocritical corporate agenda at any given moment and
clearly shows they have no qualms about sacrificing their own.
Another elite billionaire sacrificed at the altar you may not be aware of is Lewis Katz, who recently won a very heated battle to take control of the Philadelphia Inquirer. He then died in a mysterious plane explosion shortly after on June 1, 2014.
Coincidentally I'm sure, Mr. Katz was the former owner of the NBA's New Jersey Nets and NHL's
New Jersey Devils. Someone sure didn't want him to control that news outlet so they just took him
out.
A day later, legendary billionaire hedge fund manager Carl Icahn comes under investigation for insider trading. Again, using inside information to make 'mucho dinero' is standard practice on Wall
Street.
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To single him out is pure hypocracy by the supposed regulators whose real job it is to protect and
turn a blind eye to institutional corruption whenever they see it and definitely not to prosecute it.
This makes three Jewish American billionaires taken down in the space of a few weeks time. Let's
see this for what it really is - hits among the elites to centralize their powerbase even further.
It's like the Gambino versus the Genovese crime family rivalries to centralize rule over entire cities, but in this case entire nations and the globe!
One great example of global billionaires being eliminated played out in Russia back in 2003. One
of Russia's most successful billionaires, Mikhael Kordorkovsky, who ran Yukos, one of Russia's
biggest petroleum companies, was accused of tax evasion and was thrown in prison.
In 2006, when the company could not pay the tax demands of the Russian government, Yukos was
bankrupted and its very valuable assets were conveniently sold off at firesale prices to Putin's government-owned oil companies.
To this day, there is much speculation whether Kordorkovsky was guilty of any crime at all and
his jailing was done simply to take his company from him by any means necessary. Sound familiar, billionaires Sterling, Katz and Icahn?
Going deeper, on May 24, it was reported that Iranian billionaire, Mahafarid Amir Khosravi, was
executed without warning after being summarily convicted in a $2.6 billion banking scam.
Predictably, the entirety of Khosravi's business empire, which included over 35 companies ranging from mineral water production, a football club and a meat importer were then taken over by
the Iranian government.
An even more shocking and ominous tale of billionaires in the cross-hairs has been taking place in
China. China Daily reports that 72 mainland Chinese billionaires have died under highly suspicious circumstances over the last eight years.
The unnatural death toll plays out like this: 15 murdered, 17 apparently 'suicided,' 19 from illness,
7 from 'accidents' and 14 executed by the government. Of those who died from illness, the average
age at time of death was 48 so they definitely weren't dying of old age-related issues.
As Forbes ominously stated, "if you're one of China's 115 current billionaires as listed on the Forbes billionaires list of 2011, you should be more than a little nervous."
Based on these preposterous-sounding numbers, 62% of the remaining Chinese billionaires are
'dead-men walking,' who will face untimely and very unnatural deaths in the next few years. And
like all of the above, before the bodies even go cold, their companies are taken over and sold off to
government-run businesses.
To get a clearer understanding of the 'Great Game' being played out on the global chess board,
takes the courage to open our eyes and see what is actually happening as opposed to what we've
been told to believe is happening.
When it comes to the banking system of Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan Chase, HSBC, Barclays,
Wells Fargo, Bank of America, Credit Suisse et al, it's become easier to see that they are really
nothing more than subsidiaries from which the globalists run their illegal LIBOR rate rigging, high
frequency trading, stock and derivatives ponzi schemes, money laundering, terrorist funding,
weapons, drugs and human sex trafficking enterprises through.
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As the world's economic fortunes collectively plummet and the sabre rattling between the US,
China, Russia and the middle east escalates over threats of a world nuclear war, the true agenda of
these elites become ever clearer.
On September 11, 1990, George Bush Sr. carried on the new world order torch by saying "out of
these troubled times, our fifth objective... a new world order" to control the planet for the good of
all.
He conveniently forgot to mention who the "good of all" are, but by connecting the dots we can
see exactly who they are and their frightening intentions.
George H.W. Bush followed up his daddy's spiel after September 11, 2001:
"The war in Iraq is a rare opportunity to move toward an historic period of cooperation.
Out of these troubled times... a new world order can emerge."
Then, there was also notorious globalist David Rockefeller who stated in his own memoirs:
"Some even believe we are part of a secret cabal working against the best interests of
the United States, characterizing my family and me as 'internationalists' and of
conspiring with others around the world to build a more integrated global political and
economic structure - one world, if you will. If that's the charge, I stand guilty, and I am
proud of it."
All that said, the logical question then becomes who or what makes up the NWO? Let's begin with
the most obvious faction, the United Nations.
On the surface, the UN sounds like a great idea, but when their paper-thin disguise as world dogooders is unmasked, what's exposed is clearly nothing more than a gang of murderous bullies
who rape, pillage and destroy nations that dares stand in the way of their goal of one centralized
government to rule over all with an iron fist.
They accomplish this in several ways. One of their favorite propaganda means is to label independent, resource-rich nations as rogue terrorists oppressing their own people and or are building
nuclear weapons that are a threat to the world.
UN 'peace-keepers' are then sent in, followed by a military invasion and eventual genocide of the
people they were originally supposed to protect.
In the horrific aftermath, the justification is that a few million deaths is a small price to pay to
spread the United Nations brand of bloody peace throughout the globe.
Following the 'shock and awe' devastation, the vulture of death called the IMF swoops in to 'help'
by loaning billions to rebuild the purposely destroyed nation.
Predictably, the crippled, shell-shocked country has nothing left to repay the debt so it is effectively foreclosed upon, a new UN-friendly puppet dictator is inserted and yet another country is
opened up to be sucked dry by the insidious cabal. Welcome to the United Nations!
Getting back to the UN's goals of centralizing power in the hands of a very few to the detriment of
the very many, we can now see why the entire world is suffering through the deadly economic debt
contagion deliberately brought on by the US dollar and euro currencies.
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The goal is to collapse all nations so they can easily be brought into the fold of the New World
Order agenda.
John Quincy Adams, the 6th US President warned "there are two ways to conquer and enslave a
nation. One is by the sword, the other is by debt."
More than 150 years later, John F. Kennedy gave further clues:
"The very word 'secrecy' is repugnant in a free and open society; and we are as a people
inherently and historically opposed to secret societies, to secret oaths, and to secret
proceedings."
Just ten days prior to his assassination, JFK uttered these prophetic words:
"The high office of the President has been used to foment a plot to destroy the
American's freedom and before I leave office, I must inform the citizens of this plight."
His goals were to expose the cabal's plans for a new world order and to shut down their greatest
tool of global tyranny, the Federal Reserve Bank. Since his murder, no other President has dared
speak against this conspiracy.
Instead, we've heard succeeding Presidents mention the need for it, while both Obama and Biden
openly campaign hard for it.
In fact, it was Herr Obama responding to his critics who said that he doesn't take his orders from
the United States Constitution, but from the United Nations instead!
Before the past two White House regimes dismantled and burned the US Constitution to the
ground, this was a treasonous act, but now it's considered forward thinking!
Additionally, we can plainly see why all of the current puppet-in-chief's domestic and foreign economic policies have been so utterly disastrous and why America, along with the rest of Europe and
the east for that matter, are on the verge of financial and societal collapse.
It's all deliberately engineered to drive a stake into the hearts of the United States and the entirety
of the world to usher in the New World Order, which George Bush and his Bilderberg predecessors
have been patiently plotting for well over a century!
When billionaire elitists from around the globe begin dropping like flies, you know the endgame
is at hand.
As frightening as this may sound, all is not lost, for it merely requires the individuals who make
up humanity to choose to reawaken, to remove the sleep-blinders that have kept them stumbling
around in the darkness for so long and take back control over their own destiny in every way possible.
That is the great responsibility of humanity, and it begins with each one of us.
To fully succeed, the NWO agenda needs the majority who sit at the bottom of their pyramid of
power to continue propping them up.
Yet, as physics quite clearly proves, as more and more of the formerly sleeping masses awaken
and choose to step out from under the oppressive weight of that pyramid, it collapses into so much
ashes and dust! This is your mission if you choose to take it.
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We wish you the best whichever path you ultimately decide to take!

The listings:
It started with 48 suspicious banking deaths in August of 2014. Not just a few nut heads but top
level bankers. Being a banker is not healthy anymore.
Our advice to all future bankers:
If JP Morgan offers you a job: politley decline. The list of top level bankers dying under
suspicious circumstances has been growing rapidly in recent months.
Whether these are genuine deaths or something more sinister one thing is for certain, banking is
becoming one of the most dangerous industries to be involved in right now with an extremely high
death per employee ratio.
The causes of death given for some of the bankers seems quite odd to say the least including one
banker shooting himself 8 times with a nail gun and another being crushed to death by their own
SUV.
With the global financial system heading towards a major crash in the near future are these people
buckling under the pressure of what they see coming or are they being silenced because of what
they know?
We can only assume it’s a little of both.
Here’s the list of top level bankers who have died recently:
DEAD (48)
July – Julian Knott, 45, JPMorgan Executive Director,Global Tier 3 Network Operations, SELFINFLICTED GUNSHOT WOUND
June – Richard Gravino, 49, Application Team Lead, JP Morgan, SUDDEN DEATH cause unknown/pending
June – James McDonald – President & CEO of Rockefeller & Co – apparently self-inflicted,
GUNSHOT WOUND
May – Thomas Schenkman, 42, Managing Director of Global Infrastructure, JP Morgan, SUDDEN DEATH, cause unknown/pending
May – Naseem Mubeen – Assistant Vice President ZBTL Bank, Islamabad, SUICIDE jumped
May – Daniel Leaf – senior manager at the Bank of Scotland/Saracen Fund Managers, FELL OFF
A CLIFF
May – Nigel Sharvin – Senior Relationship Manager Ulster Bank manage portfolio of distressed
businesses, ACCIDENTAL DROWNING
April – Lydia (no surname given) 52, France’s Bred-Banque-Populaire, SUICIDE jumped
April – Li Jianhua, 49, Non-bank Financial Institutions Supervision Department of the regulator,
HEART ATTACK
April – Benedict Philippens, Director/Manager Bank Ans-Saint-Nicolas, SHOT
April – Tanji Dewberry – Assistant Vice President, Credit Suisse, HOUSE FIRE
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April – Amir Kess, co-founder and managing director Markstone Capital Group private equity
fund, CYCLIST HIT BY CAR
April – Juergen Frick, Bank Frick & Co. AG, SHOT
April – Jan Peter Schmittmann – former CEO of Dutch Bank ABN Amro, (Possibly suicide,
SHOT)
April – Andrew Jarzyk – Assistant Vice President, Commercial Banking at PNC Financial Services Group, MISSING/DEAD
March – Mohamed Hamwi – System Analyst at Trepp, a financial data and analytics firm, SHOT
March – Joseph Giampapa – JP Morgan lawyer, CYCLIST HIT BY MINIVAN
March – Kenneth Bellandro, former JP Morgan, SUICIDE jumped
Feb – John Ruiz – Morgan Stanley Municipal Debt Analyst, died suddenly, NO CAUSE GIVEN
Feb – Jason Alan Salais, 34, Information Technology specialist at JPMorgan, FOUND DEAD outside a Walgreens pharmacy
Feb – Autumn Radtke, CEO of First Meta, a cyber-currency exchange firm, SUICIDE
Feb – James Stuart Jr, Former National Bank of Commerce CEO, FOUND DEAD
Feb – Edmund (Eddie) Reilly, trader at Midtown’s Vertical Group, SUICIDE
Feb – Li Junjie, JP Morgan, SUICIDE
Feb – Ryan Henry Crane, SUDDEN DEATH cause unknown
Feb – Richard Talley, UNKNOWN CAUSE
Jan – Gabriel Magee, SUICIDE
Jan – William ‘Bill’ Broeksmit, HUNG/POSSIBLE SUICIDE
Jan – Mike Dueker, SUDDEN DEATH cause unknown
Jan – Carl Slym, SUICIDE
Jan – Tim Dickenson, SUDDEN DEATH cause unknown
Dec 2013 – Robert Wilson, a retired hedge fund founder, apparent SUICIDE leaped to his death
from his 16th floor residence
Dec 2013 – Joseph M. Ambrosio, age 34, Financial Analyst for J.P. Morgan, died suddenly from
Acute Respiratory Syndrome
Dec 2013 – Benjamin Idim, CAR ACCIDENT
Dec 2013 – Susan Hewitt – Deutsche Bank, DROWNING
Nov 2013 – Patrick Sheehan, CAR ACCIDENT
Nov 2013 – Michael Anthony Turner, Career Banker, CAUSE UNKOWN
Nov 2013 – Venera Minakhmetova Former Financial Analyst at Bank of America Merrill Lynch,
CYCLIST HIT
Oct 2013 – Michael Burdin, SUICIDE
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Oct 2013 – Ezdehar Husainat – former JP Morgan banker, killed in FREAK ACCIDENT when
her SUV crushed her to death
Sept 2013 – Guy Ratovondrahona -Madagascar central bank, Sudden death – cause not confirmed
Aug 2013 – Pierre Wauthier, SUICIDE
Aug 2013 – Moritz Erhardt, SUICIDE
July 2013 Hussain Najadi CEO of merchant bank AIAK Group, SHOT
July 2013 Carsten Schloter, SUICIDE
July 2013 Sascha Schornstein – RBS in its commodity finance, MISSING
April 2013 David William Waygood, SUICIDE
Mar 2013 – David Rossi – communications director of troubled Italian bank Monte dei Paschi di
Siena (MPS), SUICIDE
LETHAL BUT NON FATAL (MORE THAN ONE WAY TO SKIN A BANKER)
Fang Fang – JP Morgan, China, DISGRACED
Nick Bagnall – Director at Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi, son accidentally killed himself while trying
to re-enact a Tudor hanging
Robin Clark – RP Martin -Wolf of Shenfield City banker shot, SURVIVED
Kevin Bespolka – Citi Capital Advisors, Dresdner Bank, Merrill Lynch and Morgan Stanley, Seriously injured and son dead
Robert Wheeler, 49, a Deutsche Bank financial advisor, DISGRACED
Chris Latham – Bank of America, ON TRIAL, Murder for Hire
Igor Artamonov – West Siberian Bank of Sberbank, Daughter found dead (POSSIBLE SUICIDE)
Hector Sants, Barclays – resigned due to stress and exhaustion, after being told he risked more
serious consequences to his health if he continued to work – a remarkable turnaround as the
Church reportedly approached him two months later and was told he had made a full recovery,
POSSIBLY INTERESTING/MILDLY STRANGE
April 21st Bruce A. Schaal, 63, died suddenly Banker in Twin Lakes for 35 years
April 20th Keith Barnish 58, Died Suddenly (Still working as Senior Managing Director at Doral
Financial Corporation. Previously Bear Stearns, Bank of America Senior Vice President
March 12th Jeffrey Corzine, 31, son of MF Global CEO and Chairman Jon Corzine involved in
major banking crime was found dead in an apparent suicide.
Keiran Toman, 39, former banker who believed he was being stalked by a reality TV crew starved
to death in a hotel room, an inquest heard today.
An inquest was opened after his death in July 2010 but his family asked for a second hearing as
they were not informed. Police found all of Mr Toman’s possessions in the room, but despite documents mentioning his family, failed to tell them he had died.
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Nicholas Austin, 49, A former bank manager from Hersden died after drinking antifreeze in an effort to get high. was found in a coma by his wife Lynn at their home in Blackthorne Road on October 5. He died the same day.
The killing is going on since 2013. Only nobody is taking any notice of all those dead bankers
anymore. Nobody from the press is taking any notice. Even economic journals as we have ‘De
Tijd’ in Belgium don’t investigate these kind of deaths. Every reporter seems to be silenced?
Strange because also Belgian and Dutch bankers are on the list.
Geert Tack was a private banker for ING and managed portfolios of wealthy clients in Belgium.
The cause of death was unknown at the time of the report, but he disappeared in mysterious circumstances, after driving his personal car to a garage from which he took a replacement car to an
unknown destination. His body was found in November 2014 near the shores of the Ostend coast.
Thieu Leenen, 64, Relatiemanager ABN/AMRO, Eindhoven, Nederland
Therese Brouwer, 50, Managing Director ING, Nederland - Died in MH17 Crash - For me, this is
absolutely HUGE, as I've spent weeks debunking the official story and, IMO, proving the false
flag.
Some people are asking to jail and/or hang bankers to stop criminal looting.
Even Nouriel Roubini Says We Need to Jail or Hang Some Bankers
Nobel prize winning economist Joe Stiglitz – and many other experts – have said nothing will
change unless dishonest bankers are jailed.
Former trader Max Keiser has been calling for years for crooked bankers to be hanged, to send a
message that crime won’t be tolerated.
But Nouriel Roubini is a lot more mainstream than Keiser – or even Stiglitz – being very close to
Treasury Secretary Tim Geithner. See this and this.
Roubini told Bloomberg that nothing has changed since the start of the financial crisis, and we
might need to throw bankers in jail – or hang them in the streets – before they’ll change:
Nobody has gone to jail since the financial crisis. The banks, they do things that are
illegal and at best they slap on them a fine. If some people end up in jail, maybe that
will teach a lesson to somebody. Or somebody hanging in the streets.
I noted 7 years ago:
I am NOT calling for the overthrow of the government. In fact, I am calling for
the reinstatement of our government. I am calling for an end to lawless dictatorship
and a return to the rule of law. Rather than trying to subvert the constitution, I am
calling for its enforcement.
***
The best way to avoid all types of revolution would be for the government to start
following the rule of law. I passionately hope it will do so.
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The fact that even mainstream economists like Roubini are talking about hanging bankers shows
that this is the last chance for the justice system – the only thing which stands between criminals
on Wall Street and pitchforks – to work.

As the looting and murdering of honest bankers is still going
on, I suppose WE THE PEOPLE have to do the job, ain’t it?
A Swiss study mentioned mentioned: Bankers dishonest by training, not by nature.
A Swiss study has set out to establish once and for all whether bankers are scheming, untrustworthy
scoundrels.
The study of more than 200 international bankers put their honesty to the test and found them to
be fundamentally decent human beings, until they were reminded about what they did for a living.
At that point, the research team discovered they began cheating on their tests.
Interestingly, that result was not replicated when sample groups from other professions were
asked to complete similar tests.
Behavioural economists Alain Cohn, Ernst Fehr and Michel André Maréchal laid out their findings in a report entitled Business Culture and Dishonesty in the Banking Industry.
In the wake of a series of finance industry scandals, the team set out to test the bankers’ honesty
with a simple coin-tossing test.
“They were asked to flip a coin 10 times and to self-report the outcomes of the coin flip,” Mr
Cohn explained to The World Today.
“Their behaviour in the coin tossing task is a measure of their dishonest behaviour.”
In order to test that behaviour, the researchers also gave the bankers a financial incentive to lie
about their results.
“They could cheat to increase their earnings,” Mr Cohn said.
“For example, in the first coin flip they knew that heads would give them $US20 and so, because
they knew that heads would give them a good outcome, they could easily cheat and hide behind
chance.”
But the researchers knew that, given half a chance, the promise of easy money could result in
many non-bankers cheating on their results as well.
So, to refine their methodology, they first split their cohort of bankers into two groups.
Mr Cohn said the first control group was tested after being asked a series of questions unrelated to
their occupation, for example “questions about tea consumption or favourite leisure activities”.
The second experimental group was asked a series of questions about their careers.
“In the experimental group we manipulated the saliency of participants’ occupation and role as a
bank employee by asking a few questions about their professional background,” he said.
“So for example, we asked them what banks they worked for or how many years of professional
experience they have.”
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Bankers started cheating when reminded of their job
When the two groups were then asked to perform the coin-flipping task, the results were revealing.
The bankers who had been primed to think about their jobs were more likely to cheat than those
whose minds were still occupied with thoughts about their homes and families.
The results suggest bankers are not inherently dishonest.
“They were very honest in the control condition,” Mr Cohn said.
“[It was] only when we rendered their professional role more salient [that] they began to cheat.”
It was a technique used by researchers previously with another segment of society suffering reputational problems, according to co-author Mr Maréchal.
“Everything actually started with an opportunity to conduct an experiment on cheating with inmates at a maximum security prison,” he said.
“The inmates cheated more when they were reminded of the fact that they were criminals. So we
used a similar approach in this study to examine the business culture in the banking industry.”

‘Unwritten rules’ of industry promote dishonesty
When the researchers sampled a range of non-bankers – those employed in manufacturing, telecommunications and the pharmaceutical industries – they found no variation between control and
experimental groups.
“We ran the same experiment with professionals from other occupations or in other industries,”
Mr Cohn pointed out.
“We didn’t find any difference between the control and the experimental group, so this implies
that there is something specific in the banking industry that promotes dishonest behaviour.
“It’s about unwritten rules of behaviour in the financial services industry that encourage or maybe
tolerate dishonest behaviours.”
The research makes for uncomfortable reading for bankers, but the study received support from
those inside the finance industry, conscious that recent scandals reflect a serious problem with
banking culture.
One international bank allowed 128 of its staff to take part in the research on condition of anonymity. Another 80 participants were drawn from a range of other banks.
So if there is a genuine will to change the culture of banking, what can be done to encourage more
scrupulous behaviour?
The researchers said the payment of bonuses for those generating high profits first needed to be
closely scrutinised.
“It shouldn’t be that financial incentives reward employees for dishonest behaviour,” Mr Cohn
said.
He also questioned the efficacy of forcing bank staff to sit through honesty training courses.
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“If the ethics training remains in the abstract, it will not help much. Just pledging integrity is not
enough. We think you have to exactly name and be very concrete about the behaviour deemed desirable.”
Is the Department of JUSTICE asking for more PROOF to be able to jail bankers and Government
employees who are allowing all this looting? Just contact me!
Although I am pretty sure you will never do. Why not? Because you are part of the criminal organisation; State-Bank NV!
Etienne van Rattingen

Elections are coming! But before this day I will be sure that
everyone knows that State Departments, Government and
Banks at high levels are manned by CROOKS!

There comes a time when all such bastards will be
eliminated. I will be one of the people who pull the
trigger.
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